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Chapter One 
CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Plusra Change, PillS c'est La Meme Chme 
The more things change, the more they stay til" ,arne 
Alphollse Kat.-, {,es Guepes (The Wasps) 1849 
Twenty-first ,century Australia, we are told, is experiencing unprecedented prosperity, Indeed, in 
early 2008 unemployment reached a 33 year low (4,2 per cent), economic growth was strong,] and 
the private property market was booming-leading many to assume that Australians are living a life 
of affluence and comfort.2 Indeed, jf the former Prime Minister is to be believed, Australians 'have 
never had it better', In a 2007 pre-election speech that relied heavily on rhetoric and passion in his 
commitment to more 'entrepreneurial' government, John Howard proudly declared Australia no 
longer a 'welfare state',3 Yet despite Australia's transformation in the last few decades, there are 
some who are faring less well in this landscape of apparent opportunity and prosperity, 
My purpose in writing this book is to cast some light on the lives of those who live in the shadows 
of the dominant impression of aff1uence-notably, homeless people disabled with mental illness," 
In essence, this book is about the state's failure, past and present, to properly care for and keep safe 
its profoundly disadvantaged citizens through the provision of appropriate housing and support 
services, Indeed, none of the changes and 'reform' interventions impelled by modernising 
processes over the last few centuries has effectively addressed the extreme suffering experienced by 
mentally ill people which is associated with their exclusion, It is a phenomenon that, whether as 
welfare state or enterprising state, rich capitalist nations like Australia have been unable and/or 
unwilling to successfully address, This gives poignancy to the ALP Prime Minister Rudd's 
identification of homelessness as an early priority for the new GovernmenL5 This book provides a 
I The 2007-200S National B~ldget provides for an underlying cash surplus of $10,6 billio)), It I'cpresents ,\ 1O,j) 
cons,ecutive budget surplus. See "Budget at a Glance' at the Federal Government's website, 
<http://www.budget.gov.aul2007·08Ioverviewihtml> at 2 November 2007, 
2 See for instance, C Hamilton and R Denniss, Affluenza: When Too M'ICit is Never Enough (2005). 
J Sid Marris (Political Editor), 'We're !lot "welfare state"', Thl' Allstralilin (Sydney), 8 November 2007, 10, 
4 Estimales silme the late J980. suggest that aboul a quarter to a third of Australia's homeless population has a mental 
illness. See National Healtll and Medical Research CounciL Memal Healtl! Homeless and Severe Menwl Disorders 
MOllograpiJ Selies No 2, Report of Ihe Heallh Care Commill~e Expert Panel (1991) 4; JP Morrissey and IS Levine, 
'Researchers Discllss Latest Findings, Examine Needs of Homeless Mentally III Persons' (1987) 38 Hospital alld 
ComJllunity P,I:yc/!iOlI}' 81 I-J2; Helen Herrmall, el aI, 'Prevalence of Severe MenIal Disorders ill Disatliliated and 
Homeless People in Inner Melbourne' (\989) 146 Americall Journal,! Psychi"I'} 1179, 
, The incoming Rudd Labor Government's, A Place to Call Home plan, consists of investing $150 million over five 
years to establishing up to 600 new houses and units for homeless individuals and famili"" Sec Kevin Rudd, 'A Place 
Olle 
case study of the legacy left to the incoming government by historical policies aml programs and in 
particular, the foundation laid by the eleven years of Howard Government policy in this area, The 
law and policies discussed in this book were accurate as at February 2008, hence I do not purport to 
forecilst the future direction of the Rudd Labor Government or asse:ss the changes introduced by it, 
In modern western democracies the historical solution to the prohlem of properly caring for indigent 
mentally ill people has been the welfare state institutions, which sought to provide security in the 
form of relief and care to all citizens, The state's 'responsibility' for keeping its citizens and society 
safe is expressed in the ideas of social-contract liberalism and contemporary manifestations such as 
the Keynesian welfare statc in the post-war period,6 A concept of citizenship championed by TH 
Marshall emerged in the mid 20'11 century following the Second World War forming the basis of the 
political and policy frameworks of the classical welfare stale modeL7 It involved concepts of 
ambiguous rights and re,lpollsibifities,S The rights horne by everyone were to participate as 'social 
beings' and be 'saved' fTom the 'habituation to idleness',9 Responsibilities, were largely moral 
ones, The social contract .. vith the state was on the basis that it would ensure the 'material 
conditions' were present for the rights to be exercised, \0 
The citizenship model of the Keynesian welfare state met with serious challenge in the latter pru't of 
the 20tl' century, Developments informed by neo-liberal ideology in the late 1970& onwards 
emasculated it, leaving it hollowed ouL II The old framework was restruclured into a regime reliant 
on the new public management (NPM) of re-invented governments supported by ideas of 
to Call Home-Federal Labor's Plan to Build More Homes for Homeless Australians' (Media statement 5 November 
2007) <!;IHp:l/www.alp.otu.au/medl<1Jl J 07I.Jll~j1QjJlon050"php?modc-pl'int> al II November 2007. 
o Jean Jacques Rousseau, The Social COil/rae! (Maurice Cranston, trans, 1968), 
; The dominant post war view of citizenship was heavily Influenced by the wOl'k of T H Marshall and defin'ed almost 
exclusively in tenus of the possession of political, civil and social rights. According to Marshall, full citiz.enship status 
depends on the co-existence of these three components in equilibrium with each other (at le,lsl, as Dean ,md Melrose 
po,wlate, to the extent that they embody opposing principles). See TH Marshall, Citizenship and Social Class (1952). 
Also, H Dean and M Melrose, Poverty, RiciMs and Social Citizel1ship {l999). 
i POl' a useful summary of the evolution of rights and l',espollsibilities in the UK wdfare Slale: See David Freud, 
Reducing Dependellcy, Increasing Opportu"ity: Olllions f(1/' the Future of Weljal'e 10 Work: All fndependel1l Report to 
tfle Depal1fnenr for Work and Pensions (2()07), 
9 Ibid I. 
\0 Terry Camel' and Gaby Ramin, 'ConlractuaJism and Citizenship: Rivals or BcdfcIlows?" (2001) 18(2) Law in Comext 
8,13-
J\ See for instance, David Schmid!?. 'Mulual Aid' in David Schmidtz and Robert Goodin (eds), Social Welfare and 




'conLraClualism.J2 (as championed by writers like Yeatman1\ and 'mutual obligations' (as 
espoused by Mead 14) rather than rights. 15 Other significant developments includcd the loss of stale 
autonomy in the face of pressures from globalisation, the rise of 'disorganised capitalism' 16 am! 
dramatic structural change to the labour market, the freer play of international economic forces. and 
the diversification of the 'common culture' .17 
For those citizens previously locked away in large state asylums, the late 20th century would mean a 
return to their lives in the community with promises of a better life, impl'Oved opportunities, more 
choices and chances for self-sufficiency. Everyone would be freed up to pursue their self-
enterprising goals and aspirations_ Selt'.aehicvcment and aimillg for one's personal 'best' were the 
new catch cries. All of these inspiring ancllauclable aims were promised with limited interference 
from the enterprising state_ 
Both the Right and Left of politics have developed versions of a concept of 'active' eitiz'cnship. 
Both oppose 'passive' citizenship-a condition some critics argue was fashioned by the welfare 
state, Since the 1980s, the welfare state's nurturing of a culture of dependency by providing 
entitlements to the disadvantaged, without improving their life chances was to blame for such a 
condition. IS 
In less than half a century, most advanced capitalist states, including Australia, have moved away 
from perceptions of the state providing welfare in the form of assistance to its citizens from 'cradle 
to grave'. Instead, 'dependency' has been stigmatised. The nco-liberal enterprising state that 
evolved since the 19805 has responded by distancing itself from its welfare delivery functions, 
adopting instead greater monitoring and regulatory roles as citizens are compelled to prove their 
eligibility and deservingness of assistance. 
12 Based in part on a 'revival' of earlier 171' and 18,1• century notions of tile 'social 'contract' between citizens and the 
state and among citizens. CaUley and Ramia. above n 10, 15. AI,o Paul Havemrum, 'Social Citizenship, Re-
commodification and the Contract State' in E Christodoulidis (cd), Communitarianism alld Citizenship (1998). 
JJ Ana Yeatman. 'lnterpreting Contemporary Contractualism' in Jonalhan BOSIOIl (ed), 111e State Under Contmel 
(1995) 124-39. 
i. Lawrence Mead. 'Citizenship alld Social Policy: TH Marshall and Pov,crty' ill E Paul, F Miller and J Paul (cds), The 
Welfare Sfme (1997) 197-230. 
15 Havemaoo, above n 12; Cantey and RHlDia. above II W. 
lo Claude Offe. Disorgunized CapitalislI1 (1985). 
J1 Carney lmd Ramia. above n 10. 13. 
IS W Kymlicku and W Normun. 'Return of the Citizen: A Survey of Recent Work~ OJ] CitiZCll,hip Theory' (1994) 104 
EllJies 352, 355-6. 
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Chapter One 
In Australia, 'obligation' represents a shift from a needs· based distribution of welfare by a central 
welfare state bureaucracy founded on ideas of deserts-based entitlement and citizenship rights, to 
thinking that emphasises obligations of providers and recipients. The discourse of entitlement has 
given way to the principle of 'no rights without responsibility'. Relief based on this principle 
requires people on unemployment benefits or welfare dependency schemes to give something 
back-or as Eva Cox puts it 'repay the taxpayer,20 so as to meet their obligations to society. 
Allhough such notions of reciprocity arc not novel in political ideology, there is concern that mutual 
obligation has revalidated resorting to extensive sanctioning and penalties for those unable to pay, 
or who do not qualify as 'deserving' of publicly funded services. 21 Havillg a psychiatric disability 
and being homeless or at risk of homelessness may no .longer be enough to become automatically 
eligible for public housing or housing assistallce. 
In a quest for economic success, governments in capitalist countries now plays a different rolc. It 
plays a catalytic role in eSlablishing policy priorities but distinguishes itself sharply from delivering 
services according to these priorities. 22 David Osborne and Ted Gaebler called this approach 
'steering rather than rowing' in their United Stales best-seller about the NPM, Reinventing 
Govemment.33 Australia's government has adopted much of this approach. It has also been 
mission"driven and result-orientated through the funding of outputs instead of outcomes. The 
consequences of these changes are shown in this book to have created a problem matching good 
intentions with good results. The trade-offs for outsourcing human services to achieve efficiency 
and cost-effectiveness in delivery, is service and quantity-often !caving the most 
vulnerable and profoundly disadvantaged stilI suffering ancl in need. Indeed, more of the same. 
1<) For varions critiqlles and discussion see, for example, Giddens nil. 65; Patricia Harris, 'Fmm Relief to 
Mutual Obligation: Welfare Rationalities and Unemployment in Century Australia' (200!) 37(1) }aumal 0/ 
Sociology I, 13; Paul Havcmann, '111ird Way and Global Human Rights Perspectives' (2000) 9 Waika/o Lml! Review 
75, 77: ABC Television. 'Pearson Calls for End to Passive Welfare' The 7:30 Repol1, 14 November 2005 
dlttl':I!\vww.abc.net.mv7.30!contentI2005Is1S06S18,htm:> at 12 December 200S, Pe,urson·s voice is heard loudest by 
policymakers on ti1e responsibility i.lSue as illustrated in ti1e Queensland Govenrment·s latest policy to establish the 
'Family Responsibilities Commission' 
<:i1ttp:l/www.brisbnnetimc.I.com.an/llew~lgucclIslaIldJln.!!2h.Jm::e fOf_\11ds aboriginal parents!211071 I 212 ! ! lJ21U]}309 
774.html> at 12 January 2008. 
20 Eva Cox, 'The Light and Dark or Volunteering· in J Warburton and M Oppenheimer (eds). Vo/mueen' wul 
Volunteerillg (2000) 140. 142. 
1, Sanctions or penalties can be made through the imposition of covert techniques slIeh as seri,ous decreases in 
assistance or funding for non-comphance: See Camey and Ramla. above n 10, 13-16, 
'" Michael Trebilcock. 'Can Government be Reinvented?' in ]onatlian Boston 'led), Tile State Under Commct (1995) 1. 
2) David Osborne and Ted Gaebler, Reillvellling GOlluwllelll: How Ill" Elllreprell'eIlrial Spirit is Trans/orming the 
Public SeclrJr (J 993). 
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Chapter Olle 
1.1 Aims and Questions 
[11 writing this book, I found that it was not sufficient to describe or explain the suffering of 
homeless mentally ill people without explaining why the suffering subsists. I do so through the 
prism of modernity. Modemity, as postulated by Zygmundt Bauman, is a continuous liquid process 
of change. 24 Tony Blackshaw, in his analysis of Bauman's work, suggests that the idea of 
modernity really began being discussed by sociologists when theories of postmodernism 
started to emerge in the late 1980's and from that point 'modernity merged into a dialectic 
(modernism in opposition to postmodernism and modernity in opposition to postmodernity), and the 
concept achieved a new independence'. 25 He goes on to explain: '6 
what Bauman in his work after Liquid ModerniTY would refer to as the solid modernist 
imaginalion ... The onset of mDdernity was perceived not only as the cusp of change, but the moment 
when history had at last begun and its protagonists had theiI eyes firmly ph\l1led on the future in 'the 
search for the state of perfection, a state that puts paid to all further change, having fIrst nlllde change 
uncalled-for and undesirable. All further change would be for the worst?? 
The nature of 'solid modernity'., as characterised by Bauman, refers to scientific 'projects' 
developed by institutions of different societies based on discourse characterised by calculative drive 
and stemming from various forms of classification destined for future fu!filment. 28 Of substantive 
concern to Bauman is modern societies' 'preoccupation with the way in which the institution of the 
autonomous realm of solid modernity saw it hastily turning its impetus away from Enlightenment 
liberation to new and more efficient means of social control' .29 
The Enlightenment created a way of thinking about the human condition and the place of humans. 
Modernity repr,es·cnts the shifting of God and metaphysics from the centre stage and plaCing 
rationality, science and man into the centre. In doing this, modernity promoted the idea that man 
with science and rationality could perfect the world. Such theory of modernity provides the 
theoretical scaffolding that explains my propositions. For Ba1.lman, the solid modernist imaginary 
was that of system building and order keeping. Such social engineering would be based, in part, on 
24 Zygmund! Bauman,. Liquid Model'lliry (2000). 
':; Tony Blackshaw, Zyglllltildl Bauman (2005) 6. 
'6 Ibid 40. 
27 Zygmulldt Bauman, 'Liquid Sociality' ill N Gane (ed), The F!lture at Suciol T/leol)' (2004) 20. 




a detailed division of labour and increasing expertise which would be subject to ever-growing 
efficiency and effective action based on scientific reaSon that would permit a harmonisation of 
needs to emerge. 3D 
For profoundly di~advanlaged citizens in present-day modernity, the enterprising state fashioned by 
neo-liberal ideology apperu's to hav!:: failed to deliver on its promises of a better life through 
effective and efficient delivery of quality services in the cOl1l1llunity. Hence, a critique of the 
complacency of ideologies of modernity provides an explanatory prism through which the causal 
link between extreme forms of suffering as experienced by indigent mentally ill people and their 
exclusiO[l from appropriate housing and support services can be better understood. Pru1 of my aim 
is to demonstrate that although the form of trauma and suffering experienced by some homeless 
seriously mentally ill people has changed relative to time and place, the extreme nalUre of their 
suffering has survived despite modemisation. 
Since the persistent suffering experienced by homeless people with psychiatric disabilities is a 
complex and largely hidden phenomenon, it is an under-researched area. It is therefore vital to 
contribute to the knowledge base to achieve social equity for the voiceless. 31 Much work has been 
directed at investigating thc effects of homelessncss on the individual psychologically, physically 
and socially. However, the dimcnsion of how homelessness impacts on people with psychiatric 
disabilities, their families and their communities has often been less actively researched. There are 
few empirical studies on the topic. I!lformation about people disabled by mental illness as a 
segment of homeless populations is patchy. Research typically foclises 011 a specific aspect of the 
problem of homelcssncss. or of community-based melltal health care, leaving many gaps in the 
information or 'information underload' as Alexander Leighton coins it, about specific 
communities. 32 
This pancity of information avallable to inform policymakers and service providers about homeless 
people disabled with mental illness and their needs, seriously impairs the capacity to properly 
respond to the housing and support serviees required. 33 Lack of data leaves uncomfortable and 
Ibid. 
," Yvonne Hartman. loNess Families in l?egioncli New South Wales (D Phil Thesis, Southern Cross University, 2007) 
22. 





difficult questions unanswered. There is, for example, little in academic or policy literature 
explaining the following: 
1. How many people with psychiatric disabilities experience homelessness') 
2. How do these homeless people jive in the community setting'? 
3.. Why have governments, guided by Federal and Slate mental health plans,34 not yet 
suocessfully matched policy with service delivery to achieve improved outcomes for people 
with complex mental health problems? 
4. What impacts have reforms in mental health and housing systems based on neo-liberal 
ideology had on families of people with psychiatric disabilities and the community sector? 
This book makes a start at answering these difficult questions by outlining some of the challenging 
theoretical and empirical issues that must be resolved if the problem is to be better understood. 
Greater understanding of the state's persistent failure to meet the housing and support needs of 
homeless people disabled with mental illness increases the likelihood of developing more 
meaningful responses in the future. This endeavour involves an examination of fundamental 
changes in the way the state has provided assistance to meet the needs of these people. Key 
changes in selected periods examined in this book include change in the politi Gal economy. in 
ideology and governance, and a case study of the mental health and low-cost housing systems in 
Australia and their governance techniques, especially since the 1980s. 
To explain some puzzling 'mismatches' between ideology, policy Objectives and service delivery, 
this book consu:ucts a multi-layered picture of the problem through the integration of three different 
levels of knowledge-macro, meso and micro knowledge. The macro i~ about structural 
knowledge of the three sectors of society. It is derived from stud.ies about the role and functions of 
Ihe public and privilte sectors in providing accommodation and support services to poor people with 
severe mental health problems. I re£er to these twO sectors as three in this book, huving divided the 
private sector into business and community sectors. The meso is about knowledge of the roles and 
relationships of different government departments involved in providing housing and support 
services to these people, and how their functions intersect with other departments providing other 
services. Such knowledge is derived mainly from relevant reports created at all levels of 
govemment (Federal, Statefrerritory and Municipal). At the micro level, knowledge about persons 
disabled with mental illness and their day-lo-day lived experience 3S homeless peopJe is examined. 
}4 For example .. Australian Health Ministers, /VClIiollal ,liylef1ta! Health Plan 2003-2008 (2003). 
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This life world knowledge is derived from their published personal accounts as well as those 
published by their carers and families, health professionals and non,government community 
organisations. 
Chapters in this book address underlying tensions between issues such as care and control, justice 
and welfare, power and authority, discretion and accountability, access and equity.35 They also 
address the dialectical relationship between social control and protection, social exclusion and 
inclusion and the ideologies that promote and inform the management of these processes. Thc 
chapters trace a long history of extreme human suffering for indigent people with psychiatric 
disabilities, some of which is causally linked to failures of reform enterprises. 
1.2 Some Definitions, Organising Concepts, and Themes 
There are several key organising concepts, themes and ideas used in this book that require a 
working definition. All are interrelated and interdependent parts of the theoretical framework so I 
do not privilege them by order. Each offers valuable insight-a way of understanding the 
arguments. 
1.2,1 Modernity, Displacement and Wasted Lives 
Bauman's theorising about modernity has been influential in the development of my arguments in 
this book.J6 According to Bauman, modernity is characterised by the social order corrunitted to 
eeonomic growth and the building and keeping of order. Integral to the modernisation process is 
the production and disposal of waste-both in the form of pollutants generated from 
industrialisation, and human beings who serve no recognisable purpose to the dominant social 
order.. Such human beings are portrayed by Bauman as 'wasted lives', 'superfluous populations of 
outcasts' deprived of adequate means of 8urviva1.37 Their deprivation is a consequence of being 
'unneeded' and 'of no use' in a world that is running aut of places to put them. Hence, wasted lives 
impede the imperatives of model1lity. 
35 These isslles are ubiquitous in me mel1tal health sy"ems throughoullhe Western world: Sec Robert Harris and David 
Webb, Welfare, Power. & .itll'EIlile Justice (1987) L 
'6 Bauman, Liquid Modernil)' aoove n 24. 
37 The notiol1 of humans as waste, ns developed by Bauman, i" used here to meml persons who arc poor. homeless and 
disabled with mental illness. Hence, they are unwanted and unneeded by the modern stale because they represent 
financial and security problems impeding economic growth and order: Zygmunt Bauman, Wa.<ted l.j,'e.1 Modernity lind 
its Outcast" (2004) 78. 
8 
Often cast out of the domains of work and consumer, pe.opJc with psychiatric disabilities represent 
non-producinglnon-consuming financial problems and therefore fit Bauman's explanatory metaphor 
of wasted lives. As human waste, this book argues that they are 'cared' for, or more precisely, 
'managed' by the modern state as impediments to the level of economic growth and order required. 
Several 'sub-theories' or more meso and micro theories such as Cohen's theory of 'denial' and, to a 
lesser extent, Isaac Newton's 'displac,ement' theorl8 complement Bauman's macro theories and are 
useful tools upon which I construct my arguments. 
Like Stanley Cohen, I am critical of a society that has an unhealthy and dangerous obsession with 
classification and labelling-and yet in this book I also engage in the practice. I do so, however, 
intending no disrespect toward homeless mentally ill people, but only in an attempt to create 'modes 
of making sense' of the unfamiliar.39 As a further example, it is proposed in Chapter Six that in 
some 'rarer' circumstances, these wasted lives are converted into Giorgio Agambcn's notion of 
'rightless' homo sacer:1O This can occur when homeless people with psychiatric disabilities are 
suspected of being 'illegal outsiders' such as asylum seekers and refugees. This form of human 
waste can be detained in Australia's immigration centres--potentially indefinitely without 
appropriate mental health treatment and services.41 
In this sense, modernity (which alms at ever improving/perfecting) is used to explain the constancy 
of state reform enterprises that allow itinerant people disabled with mental illness to be excluded 
from appropriate support services (like housing and disability support), relative to time and place. 
Modern state ideologies, in all their forms, have denied this social crisis and the duty of Lhe stale to 
properly meet the Gare needs of illdigent menlally ill people. Two fundamental responses by the 
state that illustrate this point are the ideology of the Great Incarcerations of the IStl1 century and the 
ideology of deinstitutionalisation of the 20,h century. A 'Baumanesque' approach that theorises 
" Displacement theory is based on NeWlon's third law of motion. 'every action has an equal and opposite reaction'. Sec 
Isaac Newton, Philosophiae Naturalis PrinCipia Mathematica (Andrew .Molle, trans, 1729) . 
. 19 SI'mley Cohen, Visions of Social Control: Crime, Punishment aJILI Ciassificatiull (1985) I. 
40 Tll,e nolion of homines sacri, as developed by Agamben, is used here to mean persons stripped of all human and 
citizenship righls: See Giorgio Agamben, Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life (Frans Daniel Hellen-Roazen 
trans, 1998). 
40 The notion of homilies sacri. as developed by Agamben, i; used here to mean persons stripped of all human and 
citizenship rights: See Giorgio Agamben, Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life (Frans DaBiei Hellen-Roazen 
trans, 1998). 
4i Lynda Crowlcy-Cyr, 'Contractualism. Exclusion and Madness in Australia's Qulsourced Wastelands' (2005) 5 
Macq!larie Law JOltrlwi 81. 
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modernity as a continuous process., also avoids the overuse of descriptive terms like 'higb', 'post', 
'late', 'reflexive', 'advanced' or 'second' modernity to periodise or categorise fundamental changes 
in Western societies.42 
For some people located at the margins of society, like those disabled with mental illness, the shift 
from institutional care to community based care has not improved their quality oflife or life choices 
in accordance with the rhetoric. Instead,. they have been left isolated from life sustaining services 
and without any effective· process for remedying the exclusion or wrongs they experience. 
Excluded from the benefits of modernity, these people are described by Luke Clements as 'stranded 
victims'.43 The legal and ideological fiction that these people have enforceable social rights 
perpetuates the process of denial that masks the atrocity of this exclusion. 'Denial' as postulated by 
Cohen refi.ects discourse about historical and contemporary indifference by the state and its citizens 
to the suffering experienced by homeless people disabled with mental illness through their 
exclusion.45 
Finally, the concept of displacement is used in this study to help explain modernising processes 
which occur with and between systems, communities and personal lives. The concept of 
displacement assists in making visible how a problem in the 'system' can (when it is relocated 
instead of solved) reverberate in the 'life world' only to eventually turn back upon the system \vhen 
unintended consequences become un1l111nageable. 46 The word 'displacement' is defined as 'the act 
or process of removing something from ils usual or proper or the state resu lling fro m this'. 47 
Displacement, as a concept, also represents the way power is exe11ed by the more powerful 
(physically, economically, politically or socially, individuals or illstitllt~()ns) on the least powerful, 
typically with negative effects.48 I use the terms 'life world' and 'system' in a somewhat similar 
way to Derek Laydel', who defines life world as 'lived experience in the context of a shared 
.~~~----"----
41 In particular. see Bauman, Liquid Model'llil)' above 11 24. 
43 Luke Cl~ments, 'Winner, alld Losers' (2005) 32( I) ./ol//'11a/ oll.aw and Sociely 34, 34. 
44 The notion of humans as waste, as developed by Bauman, is used here to me.an persons who are poor, homeless and 
disabled with mental illness. They arc unwanted and unneeded by the modern state bccaus,e they represent financial 
and security problems: See Baum,m, WClsled Lives. above II 37. 
4; Stanley Cohen. Stares of Denial: Knowing aZ,oulArrodties Clnd Suftel'il1g (2001) 9. 
'6 Hariman, above II 31,308. 
47 James Simpson and Edmund Weiner (eds), The 040rd DiclionCll), (1989) and also Merriam-Webster'$ Medical Desk 
DictiOllary (revised ed. 2002). 
4S M Fullivlove, 'Psydliatric Implications of Displacement: Contributions from the Psychology of Place' (1996) 
153(12) American Journal a/Psychiatry 1516; Lisa Vandenunk. the Sense of Self, Place and Belonging in 
Displaced Persans: The Example of Homeless.ness· (2007) 21(5) I!r Psychiatric Nursing 24J; Svellana 
Stephenson. Crossing rhe Lille: Vagran0'. Homeles.mess and Social Dispiacemellr in Russia (2006). 
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world,.49 I use 'system' to mean structures and institutions that are 'interconnected' to the life 
world. The notion of displacement assists me to expose and explain the connections between 
transformations in systems and the life world-including possible impact on the lives of people 
with psychiatric disabilities. 
Theory assists in navigating through a dense and confusing maze of data and research material. 
rind some comfort however, in the words of Layder when he writes 'theories arc not perfect eud 
products in their own right',50 and Cohen who states, 'ideas arc parL of the market place and not 
commoditj(~s to be fetishized by the privileged few' 5; 
1..2 .. 2 Homelessness, Mental Illlless and Disability 
The terms 'homelessness', 'mental illness' and 'disability' arc of particullu' importance because 
they represent the individuals and populations with whom and with which this book is concerned. 
In particular, I am concerned with the interface between disaffiliated or socially isolated indivkluals 
who are disabled with mental illness, and the availability of appropriate affordable housing and 
support services crucial to their recovery and welfare in the community. 
i. HomelesSIless 
It may be presumed that the need for appropriate housing and disability support for these people is 
self-evident. This is, however, highly contested terrain. Even the simplest of terms like 
'homelessness' or 'community' is the subject of debate; and the subject of further analysis in 
Chapter Two. Leaving aside for now the misconceptions that are created through the use of 
ambiguous terms, 'lwmelessness,:l2 is given a broad interpretation in this book. 
Homelessl1ess refers to people who are without appropriate and affordable short or long term 
housing. By appropriate housing, I mean both in terms of basic structural standards and the needs 
49 Layder's cOIlceptioll and use of tile terms differs somewhat from how other theorist, may conceive them. See Derek 
Layder, Moden! Sodal Them)': Key Debaf,es and New Directions (1997) 87, and, for example, Habermas' conception 
of systems in developed societies as external or sepamte to the everyday life world. pathologically colonising instc<ld of 
being interconnected wilh day·to-day life. J Haberm'ls, The 111eory of Communicative Action: A Critique of 
Functionalist Reason Vol. 2 (T McCarthy, trans, 1987) 124. 
50 Derek Laydcr, Sociological Practice: Linking Them), and Social Research (1998) 40. 
51 Cohen, Visions of Social COJ1l1'ol above n 39, 9-1. O. 
52 Given its literal melming, the term 'nomelessness' refers to a stale of being wi thoU! a 'home'. Yet. as discussed in 
Chapter Two, it is sometimes used by government organisations to mean houselesS1less or roojlessness. For a review of 
the literature aboutlhe me!ll1ing of 'home' see Lorna Fox, The Meaning of Home: A Chimerical Concept of a Legal 
Challenge?" (2002) 29(4) jr"'''''[ll of Law and Society 580. 
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of occupants. My use of the term 'homeless' ta]{;es into account the entire spectrum of 
homelessness-from individuals who are at risk of becoming homeless for the first time, to those 
who arc chronically homeless. It includes situations where people disabled with mental illness 
temporarily reside in boarding/rooming houses, hostels, crisis shelters, caravans, improvised 
dwellings and public places. It also includes situations where such people are detained, purStJant to 
a mandatory order in sec lire mental health units, prisons and immigratioll detention centres. I 
consider slIch occupanL~ to be homeless even if, as Anne Coleman suggests, they adapt to this 
lifestyle, come to accept it as a way of life, or have come to equate such places with 'home' .53 
ii. lvl ental Illness 
There is no uniformly accepted definition of 'mental illness'. Definitions reflect a continuum 
from the broad definition of mental health care problems to narrower clinical definitions. In 
Australia, eaeh State and Territory has enacted specific mental health legislation 54 Only in two 
slIch jurisdictions is there a requirement that internationally accepted medical standards are 
considered in deciding that a person has a mental illness,s5 The Northern Territory Mental Health 
Act provides an example of a comprehensive., contemporary definition of the term. 56 
Mental health legislation is relevant to the care and control of people with mental illness. This book 
does not, however, draw on such legislation in slIpport of the arguments raised. This is because the 
concern is with people who ilre in the community, whether or not they are also properly 
" Anne Coleman. Five Star Motels: Spaces, Places and Homelessiless ill Fori/weiI' \falley Brisbane (PhD TIlcsis 
School of Social Work and Social Policy University of Queensland 20(0) 40, 
'4 Menial Health (Tremmellt and Care) ACI 1994 (ACT): Mental Health Act 2007 
Services Act 2002 (NT); Melltal Health Act 2000 (Qld); Mental Health Act 1993 
Melita! Health Act 1996 (Tas) and Mental Health Act 1996 (W Al. 
Mental Health and Related 
55 Menial Heolth A~12000 (Qld) , 12(4) the provision refers to United Nations PriIJciplesf;)" th" Protectioll '!f Penol1.Y 
with Mental Illness cwei fo)' tile Improvement (~f i'vlental Health Care, principle 4 paragraph 1. Melltal Healill Qlld 
Related Services Act 2002 (!'<T) s 6(2) refers to accepted clinica.l standards concordant with the Cllrrelll edition of the 
World Health Organisation, bllemQliww[ Classqicatioll of Menial and Bef1al'ioum! Disorders, Clinical Deseripliorls 
[J/ld Diagnostic Guidelines or the American Psychiatric Association DiaRl10stic and Stalis/ieal Manllal of Mental 
Disorders. 
" The Northem Territory defines mental illness to mean: a condiliotl timt seriously impairs, either temporarily or 
permanently, lhe mental fUllctioning of 1I person in one or more of the ar·eas of thought, mood, volition. perception, 
orientation or memory and is characterised by the presellce of at least one of the following symptoms: delusions, 
hallucinations. serious disorders of the stream of thought: serious disorders of thought form: serious disturbances of 
mood or by sustained or repeated irrational behaviour that may be taken to indicate the pr,csclwe of at least one of the 
[above] '~mptoms). See Mental Heciith alld Related Services Act 2002 (NT) s 6 (1). Section 4 of the Act also defines 




served by the mental health care system. Also, an exhaustive review of the laws in all of the fields 
discussed in this book is not direetly relevant to this research. 
Aside ti'om the contested meaning of 'mental illness', there is also disagreement about prevalence 
rates. For example, Karla Hayman-White and colleagues question the much-quoted Australian 
Bureau of Statistics'7 (ABS) finding that 'one in five' adults in Australia (18%) experience a mental 
disorder.58 The concern is that the rate is likely to be an underestimate. It does not, the authors 
point out, include low prevalence disorders such as schizophrenia, nor responses tl·om. for example, 
homeless people, residents of nursing homes, hospitals or prisons, 'where prevalence rates tend to 
be higher than in the g'cneral population' .59 Research by the Wesley Mission in 2007 places the 
prevalence rate only slightly higher (22%) than the ABS rate, thereby apparently confirming the 
ABS estimates for people who arc diagnosed with a mental illness.5o However, the Wesley Mission 
found the rate to be significamly higher (36%) when peoplc suspected of mental illness are added to 
the assessment, confirming concerns of underestimation of the true extent of the problem; a subject 
off~lrther analysis in Chapter Two.51 
iii. Disability 
The term 'disabled' is also given a broad meaning in this book. The term is used to refer to people 
who have a need' of support serviccs to assist them in achieving a reasonable life in the 
OJ)nUTIUl1ity .. People who necd specialised resources such as supported accommodation are typically 
identified as having a serious mental illness of significant duration that results in a marked level of 
disability."2 Serious mental disorders include psychotic disorders (schizophrenia and related 
Australial1 Bureau ofSlalistics, Na.rirmai SW'vey a/Mental Healtli and Wel/beil1g ofAdu/ls (1.997) Canberra. 
" Karla Haym:m-White, Silvana Sgro and Brenda Happell, 'Mental Health ill Australia: The Ideal versus Financial 
Reality and the R.ole of the Mental Health Nurse' (2006) 5(1) Austraiiall e-jolll7lal for the Advancemellt of Mental 
Health 3. 
59 Ibid. 
'li The disparity is explained by noting thaI the ABS rate refers to experiences of mentat illness over a 12 month period, 
whereas the Wesley Mission refers to mental illness experienced over life spuns: See Wesley Mission, Living with 
Mellwllllness: Altitudes, Experiences alld Challenges (2007) Sydney 20. 
6i Ibid. 
62 Centre for Addiction amd MenIal Health, 'Housing' (Discussion Paper, Spring 2002, 2) 
<http://www.camh.l1ctlbesr. advicefhollsinl! pap.£! camh2002chlml> at 12 September 2002. 
Centre For Addiction and Mental Health, 'Housing' (Discussion Paper, Spring 2002, 2) 
<lmp:/lwww.camjI.1Wl/bcSI advice/housing paper camh2001.hlml> at 12 September 2002. 
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disordersl3 and major mood disorders (severe depression and bipolar disorder) that can severely 
impair the person's ability to tunction. 64 These disorders and their disturbing symptoms almost 
always dramatically alter the pcrson's life and can become disabling if not adequately trcatcd.65 
Each of these disorders is service intensive and typically involves some time in hospital. Mostly 
Ihey are as yet without cure. 
Some studies have used a wider range of mental disorders, especially in research of people who are 
mentally ill and homeless. D6 They tend to have multiple psychiatric diagnoses, including licit and 
illicit substance abuse disorders, depression, anx.iCly, and personality disorder. Individuals who are 
des,cribed as having disabling mental illnes,es also tend to suffer from other undiagnosed and 
untreated medical problems exacerbated by their hOllsinglliving standards.67 Although not all co-
morbid problems are severe in themselves, together they may disable a persoll by obstructing 
employment, independent living, or attainment and retention of secure housing. As such, they are 
included in my definition of 'disabled'. 
While disability and the phenomenon of homeless ness provide limitations, they also act as common 
denominators in the profile of disadvantaged populations-permitting some generalisatiolls to be 
made about these populations. 
1.2.3 Social Exclusion, Social Protection and Social Control 
My focus of study in this book, at a conceptual rather than substantive level, involves a parlkular 
killd of allalysis of ideas and theories of modernity, exclusion, denial, coercion and consent, 
6:1 Schizophr,enia and bipolar disorders arc characterised by auditory or visual bIlucinations, thought disorder and 
delusions. See generally., Australian Department of Health alld AgeilJg, Honwlessness and Melita! HealTh Linkages: 
Review of National and International Lit,'rature (May 20(5) 7. 
M My intention is not in any way to sugge't that Hils list is exhaustive. It merely r~presel1ts the more commonly 
understood severe mental illnesses or conditions discussed in the literature. For a def! 11 ition of these and other serious 
disorders see World Health Organisation, ICD-lO Classification of M(mml and Beliaviaural Disorders: Clinical 
Descriptions and Diagnostic Guidelines (1992) or American Psychiatric Assoclatlon, Diagnostic alld Statistical Manllal 
of Me mal Diso"de!:1 (4 ili ed., 1994). 
6~ See ·'Mel1!al Illness" 12 July 2000 <http://www.iversoJ1sQftwarc.com/rcfcrcncdp.ycholo<sy/mentalillness.htm> at 7 
December 2000. 
'" FR Lipton, A Sabatini mId SE Katz. 'Down and Our in the City: the Homeless Mentally Ill' (1983) 34 Hospital and 
Community Psychiatry 817-21; 1 Kroll, et aI., 'A Survey of Homeless Adults in Urban Emergency Shelters' (1986) 37 
Hospital al/d Commullily Psychialry 283-6; Helen !-lernllllll et aI, 'Disability and Service Use among Homeless People 
Li ving with Psychotic Disorders' (2004) 38 Al(stralian and New Zealand Jormllli of Psychiatry 965. 
57 PW Brickcr. et aI., 'Medical Aspects of Homele>snes,' in HR Lamb (cd). The Homeless Mentally JlI (1984); H 
Whiteford, B Macleod and E Leitch, "Ihe National Mental H~lth Policy: Implication;; for Public Psychiatric Serviccs 
ill Australia' (1993) 27 Australian alld New Zealand JOlll1lal of Psychially 186, 188. 
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synthesised by law into ideals of care and prQ[eclion.6~ For instance, although care and protection 
have connotations that are interpersonal, sodal exclusion, social control and social protection mts 
them out of their interpersonal status. A broader set of connotations, such as the role of the staw 
and its citizens and the role of the law, is thereby allowed to emerge. 
Like Janie Percy·Smith, I find sodal exc1usion,69 for instance, to be as much about political and 
spatial exclusion as it is about poor access to specific services like housing, health, education, 
information,. policing services and so on70 The broad imerpretation of the term allows an analysis 
of non-monetary experiences of exdusion, such as the consequences of discrimination, trauma and 
dispossessiol171 also to be cOl1sidered. Such an approach allows the interconnectedness of e;.;.c1usion 
with other problems to become visible. Significantly, it also means that inclusive qualitativc 
approaches, that consider the subjective experiences of the excluded, are considered as relevant. 
The idea of social exclusion and its lise in contemporary mental health and housing policy 
devclopment is examined as a major underlying theme throughout this book, but is developed more 
fully in Parts Two and Three. 
A slUdy of one cellU'al set of public services, namely housing and support services, reveals one of 
the state's most important commitments to social protection-the provision of shelter. The 
provision of appropriate shelter bears directly upon the lives of indigent people disabled by mental 
illness. Mark Considine advocates that by using one fundamental welfare service (like housing) the 
nature of two radical changes in the paradigm of governance in Australia can be explained and 
theorised.n These are: i) 'the widespread use of privatisation, private firms and market methods to 
mn core public services, and ii) the consciolls attempt to transform the role of citizenship from 
" Gramscian theories about the synthesis of coercion and consent constinning Jaw as H hegemonic expression is an 
interesting dimension to this concept: See Antonio Gramsci, &{('ctiOllS frOIl1 Prison Notehooks (Qumlin Honre and 
Geoffrey Nowell Smith trans, 1971). 
<19 The term was coined ill France in the form Tc;.;.duse' in the late 19708. See, ABC Radio National, 'Social Exclusion' 
BackgrvulldBrlcjing 1 February 1999 <hltp:f/www.abc.l1CLaulrnl\alh/bbingistorlc~..0897Qll.!l.ll> ot 8 JrulUary 2008. 
Janie f),,,'cV •. Sn,;th 'The Contours of Social E~clusion' in Janie Percy-Smith (ed). Policy Responses to Social 
71 Anne Coleman, Sister, it Happells to me EvelY Day': An E<[Jiomlioll o.f alld Respol1ses 10, lildigelloils Women in 
Brisbane's 11l1ler,city Pub/ic Spaces (2()()O) Queensland Government and Brisbane City Council. Also see 'social 
distance' surveys in psychiatry like.: Matthias C Angermeyer. Michael Beck and Herbert Matchinger, 'Determinants of 
the PUblic's Preference for Social Distance from People with Schizophrenia' (2003) 48(10) Canadian Journal ({f 
Psychiatl)' 663; and Christopher Lauber, Carlos Nordl, Luis Falcata and Wulf Rossler. 'Factors Influencing Social 
Distance Toward People with Mental Illness' (2004) 40(3) COIIITrIIlllil), Mental Healtlt JOllmal 265. See Chapter Three 
for further discussion. 
72 Mark Considil1e, Ellterprising SUItes: 1:/,e Public Management of Welfare·to, Work (2()() l) 3. 
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ideals of entitlement and security to Ilew notions' of 'self· responsibility and self-enterprise,.73 I 
use these changes to explain how the ideals of soci~Jl protection are being eroded to give way to 
notions of economic 'risk management', 
The development. purpose and practice of regulating low-cost housing are also used as a 
springboard for an analysis of social colltrol by the state. The regulation of low-cost housing 
becomes important both in terms of availability and adequacy of such housing. In this sense, I 
adapt the method used by Cohen in his analysis of social control to fi'ame Australia's transforming 
public housing service and the consequences of such changes on homeless people disabled by 
mental illness in Part Three.74 
Themes in Part Two focus more on reforms of the mental health system based on ideas of social 
control, social protection and social exclusion. Part Three (and that is where a departure from the 
influential works of social historians likc Cohen and Andrew Scull is most prominent) draws 
attention to more contemporary socio-political works on the transformation of the state and low-
cost housing governance. 
1.3 Book Outlined: Parts and Chapters 
This book consists of ten chapters and is divided into three Parts. The social, historical, political. 
medical and legal literature relevant to a given topic is Incorporated into the various chapters as 
appropriate. The reason for such eclecticism is that no one field covers the spectrum of knowledge 
needed to unravel the topic in a holistic way but when combined, there is a rich source of evidence 
supporting the different threads of my arguments. 
By drawing from such a broad source of knowledge, thematic links with the Euro/US models of 
care and control of people with psychiatric disabilities (and their consequences) can be made 
despite differences in the detail. The states and systems discussed in this book share common 
ideologies, policies and priorities, making them valuable sources of infurmation about the past. 
Often by digging into tile 'architecture of the past' ,we locate the ideas that formed the basis for the 
similarities of the present. 
n Ibid 8. 
Cohen, Vision< of Social Conlrol, above Il 39. 
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Insights from other jurisdictions are mainly used here to lend support to a palticular argument in 
circumstances where there may be a deficit of equivalent local empirical information, or to illustrate 
thai, despite specific variations in reinvention proce~ses and new strategies used elsewhere. the 
consequences are the same. 
Part of my objective is to critique some current key cbanges to highlight planned and programmed 
responses to expecled and realised failures of de-hospitalisation policies and supporting laws: 
specifically, polic~es that were couched in promises of improved quality of life for people with 
mental illness through the community mental health care intervention. 
Since there is already sufficient empirical data about the suffering experienced by homeless people 
with mental illness in the plethora of mental health, public policy, human rights, legal and welfare 
reports and literature in Australia and overseas, I did not consider it necessary or ethical to generate 
any new empirical data. 75 There have been fewer large contemporary investigations examining 
individual biographies of homeLess people with mental illness in the community setting.76 Such 
reports nonetheless provide a r~ch source of information about unmel an under-mel housing and 
support services needs and the con~equential extreme trauma and suffering experienced by 
participants, their families and carers.. However, while this book is ostensibly about the plight of 
homeless people with serious mental illness, the conclusions and claims made are often based on 
more general research with psychiatric populations. There is less empirical data available that 
specifically deals with the different nuances of life experienced by homeless people with serious 
mental illness. 
"Liz Newton., 'In Self and illncss: Changing Relationships in Respouse to Life in the Community FDlIowing Prolonged 
Institutionalisatiou' (200 [) 12(2) Australian Joul'/la/ of Anthropology 3. 
" See for instance. Australian Human Rights and Equal Opportuni ty Com11lissi Oil, Human Ri8hts & Afelllai Illness. 
RepOI1 of the Nalional Inquiry' inlo the Hwnan Rights of People with Mental Illness Canberm (1993). This importmll 
r·eport is often referred to as the 'Burdekin report' based on the chairperson's name Brian Burdekin. In 20m, sec 
Robinson's report based on 185 surveys and 28 in-depth interviews with homeless people with mental disorders in 
Sydney and Brisbane. Catherine Robinson, Ullderstanding Iterative Homelesslwss: The Case l!f People wUh Mental 
Disorders (2003) Australian Housing fUld Urban Research InStitute. and JOll May. 'Housing Histories and Homeless 
Careers: A Biographical Approach' (2000) 15(4) Huusing Sit/dies 613. For a recent national report see Mental Health 
CO\Jllcil of Australia, Not for Sen'ice: Expel~iences of Injustice and Despair ill Memal Heal;l! Care ill Australia (200S). 
This is a report of consultations by the Mental Health Councii of Australia and the Brain and r,'1ind Institute in 
association with the I·luman Rights :md Equal Opportunity Commi.lsioll. Also see Wesley Mission. Living wi;h MenIal 
Illness: Attitudes,. E<perience.l' and Challenges' (2007). 
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1.3.1 Part Olle (Chapters 1,2,3) 
The purpose of Part One is to outline what I call the 'contours' of the problem. The intention is 1:0 
form a more comprehensive picture of the true extent of the problem of persistent suffering through 
homelessness as experienced by people disabled with mental illness living in the community. This 
part starts by highlighting some of the gaps in the knowledge about the housing and support needs 
of these people. Such gaps make less visible the severity of what I argue amounts to II crisis of 
suffering requiring immediate action. 
Chapter Two assesses the scale and nature of the problem. It condenses statistical anel other 
research information in order to map out the contours of the problem of homelessness as 
experienced by people disabled by mental illness. It is argued that current practices used by 
government agencies to measure homeless ness in Australia are inconsistent and inaccurate. I call 
these practices miscounting practices. The chapter explains the connection between miscounting 
practices and the under-funding by the slate of accommodation assistance for people experiencing 
or at risk of homelessness, what [ can discounting practices. It reveals how these practices combine 
to result in a lack of synergy between two significant national policy areas, mental health and 
homelessness. 
These two practices are in a sense connected insofar as they have overlapping functions. They both 
aim to prevent homelessness of vulnerable people and promote evidence-based practices. These 
policies also promote whole-of-government/whole-of-sector approaches to service delivery and yet, 
as the chapter illustrates, thes,e policy instruments are failing to develop a system that properly 
addresses the housing and support needs of these people. I propose that part of the problem, in the 
words of Michael Trebilcock, is that policymakcrs are leaving to others 'the task of developing the 
rigorous theoretical framework:; and detailed empirical investigations that would enable hard policy 
choices to be made among alternative governing instruments in particular sectors of government 
activity':17 In other words, inaction based on information gaps and unchallengeable assessments 
coupled with a lack of commitment to a whole-of-person, whole-or-government approach is 
impairing the success of mental health system reform. 
Chapter Three explains why I characterise homelessncss as extreme lrauma and human suffering. 
Its purpose is to make explicit that such suffering is of crisis proportions and as such, requires 
Trebilcock, above n 22. 
See Cohen, Visio/!5: (jf'Social Control, above n 39, 14. 
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immediate action. III support or this proposition, the chapter presents the findings of un extensive 
body of empirical studies and research on the nature of physical and mental suffering associated 
with living in substandard housing., living without a home, or with losing or being dispossessed of 
home. The research shows th,lt people disahled with mental illnes.~ are more likely to experience all 
of these forms of suffering than the general population. It is argued that homeless people are 
especially vulnerable to physical, material and ontological insecurity which is linked to their 
persistent sligmatisation compounded by their social exclusion. 
The chapter argues that while it is important to respond to structural or social exclusion, issues of 
individual suffering and cumulative trauma must also be considered in the discourse that informs 
policy on how to better address homelessness and mental illness. For example, at the structural 
level. the chapter discusses the overrepresentatioll of people with mental illness in the crimina I 
justice system to illustrate the lack of collaboration and co-operation between another set of 
systems, the criminal justke system and the mental health system The law will be examined in 
overview for the purpose of demonstrating how, at the communilY level, it criminalises 
homelessness yet fa.ils to protect homeless people disabled with mental illness from their 
stigmatisation, discrimination and vilification. The impact of the failure in our systems and laws is 
used to expose and explain the connections between displacement and the life world--that is. 
experiences of extreme trauma and suffering at the personal level. 
1.3.2 Pari Two (Chapters 4,5, 6) 
Part Two considers the long history of control and exclusion of 'lunalics'. An historical journey to 
'the system's original foundations' demonstrates how the crisis of suffering experienced by 
homeless mentally ill people has persisted despite the passage of time and the modernisation of 
modern society_ 
It is also one way of 'making sense of current policies and change,.n Historical analyses assist in 
understanding how Rnd why changes occur to a particular machinery or mode of control such as the 
mental health system (the focus of this Part) or puhlic housing system (the focus of Part Three). 
Social transformations are a part of the texture of people's lives. They mark different lives in 
different ways. Different views about the ideology in such dehates permit fascinating 'conceptual 
"See Cohen. Visions q/Social COli/mi. above 11 39. 14. 
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analogies with the present' to emerge.79 According to Cohen, since all revisionist theories contain 
'a hidden or not-sa-hidden political agenda for the present' this adds further justification for the 
'use of the past to illuminate the presellt'. 80 
Theories of displacement, social exclusion and denial form the link with this Part of the book. The 
concept of displacement is used to explain relationships between macro system changes and the life 
world. Mental health system reform of the 19805 involved movement of mentally ill people from 
instiLutions lO the community sett.ing. In essence this movement involved shifting the responsibility 
of providing human services like housing, employment, safety and so on to other public systcms. 
The problem of providing affordable housing, for example, fell largely on the public housing 
system. 1 caUthis 'system displacement'. 
It follows that poorly co-ordinated social policies, departments with overlapping functions, and 
agencies with sometimes conflicting missions, like those discussed in Part One, allow the process of 
'denial', as postulated by Cohen, to become visible.sl Denial is a process that can neutralise, 
normalise, legitimise or render unnoticeable failing policies <'Ind strategies aimed at meeting the 
needs of homeless people disabled by mental illness. The crisis of suffering therefore remains 
blocked-out of consciousness and unaddressed. Such denial by the state is not confined to the late 
20'h century. The inexorable process of marginalisat~on, traumatisation and exclusion of vulnerable 
mentally ill citizens has a long history. In this Part of the book, the examination of different forms 
of response by the challging political economy in dif'ferellt eras of mOdernity are shown to have 
each played a role in denying and hence perpetuating the crisis. 
The lines of historical analysis of the plight of homeless mentally ill people have been drawn by 
David Rothman, Michel Foucault and Andrew Scull. According 10 Cohen, Rothman 'begins and 
ends with the dilemmas of the welfare state and good intentions of modern liberalism'. 82 Foucault 
connects the history of social control with the growth of capitalism. In his works, capitalism has 
hovered over Western civilisation since the Enlightenment 'promoting the rule of rcason' and 
rationality, supported by a ·spi.rit of surveillance' and 'discipline,83 Scull links the origins of 
,. Ibid. 
,0 Ibid 15. 
81 Cohen, State.' (!f Denial. above n 45. 
"' 111is observation is made by Cohen. Visiol1sofSudai Control. above n 39,15. 
" David Rothman, . Social ConlJol: the Uses and Abuses of the Concept in the History of Incarceration' in Stanley 
Cohcn and Andrew Scull (ed,), Sodal Control and the State (1983) 114. 
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asylums for the insane with the rise of industrial capitalism, a market economy and concomitant 
'strengthening of allegiance to central political authority'. 84 Cohen suggests these connections have 
sufficient clarity and commonality 'to enable their use as templates on which to locate controversies 
about modern issues,.85 I make use of these connections to help lo,cate my concerns about 
contemporary policies and laws, and their consequences. unintended or otherwise. 
This Part of the book searches for lessons that can be learnt f!'Om mistakes of the past leading me to 
two basic controlling strategies of intervention in modern times: the Great Incarcerations of the 
mid-19"" century followed by the deinstilUtionalisation movement of the mid-20'h century.S6 
Chapter Four is concerned with the !,'Tadual emergence of the mental health system as it developed 
ill England during the industrial Revolution, first as a function of the adult criminal justice system, 
and then as an clement or a steady expallsion of state control over the insane. s1 With these 
transformations as a guide, the 'system's transmutation in Australia through the fisc of the asylums 
and their deconstruction is examined. What followed was the community care intervention as a 
function of the intersecting structures and purposes of the deinstitutionalisation enterprise as 
discussed in Chapter Five. 
These two fundamental itlterventions are shown not to have met their 'humane' intent. Each has 
had 'unintended (negative) consequences' on the liv,es of people with psychiatric disabilities. Both 
interventions were more about responding to the social problem of where to put people with 
psychiatric disabilities (theorised as 'waste lives' by Baumall in his s,eminal work on modernity),gg 
than meeting their needs or addressing their suffering in a meaningful way. In other words, these 
interventions have effectively 'geographically' displaced the problem of caring ~or, or perhaps more 
accurately, 'managing' homeless 'human waste' instead of solving it. 
Chapter Six discusses a range of new and existing loel or'wasle management sites', as used hy the 
state as part of the displacement process. The maintenance of old, and the creation of new places to 
.. Thid. 
s.s Cohen, Visions of Social Comrol, above n 39, 15. 
sIr adopt Richard Hcnshcl's meaning o[the term 'intervention' ill this book. to include 'all ofthe 'collscious, organised 
efforts' to alleviate one of the modern state's ongoing social ills. Richard Hellshel, Reacting /0 Social Problems (l976). 
~\ I udopt Richard Hen<hel's meaning of the term 'intervention' in this book,. 10 include 'all of the conscious, organised 
efforts' to alleviate one of the modern state's ongoing social ills. Richard Henshel, Reacting to Social Problem.s (1976). 
31 Harris and Webb, above 11 35. 
" Ballm~m. Wa,'1ed Li"es. above 11 37. 
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'manage' such human waste illustrates lhe persistent imperatives of modernily--cconomic growth 
and statist order building- as postulated by Bauman89 These include poorhouses, workhouses, 
asylums, boarding nOllg,es and crisis centres, prisons, the slreels, even immigration detentioll 
centres .. Bauman's explanatory metaphors are used to show tilat the human beings managed at these 
sites are waste because they impede the imperatives of modernity. It is this conceptualisation that 
forms the deep underlying explanation in this book for the phenomenon that the serious mentally ill 
homeless are always excluded and always suffering on the margins of modernisation, whatever it 
promises. Each site represents a satellite in what I call 'the orbit of homelessness' journeyed by 
profbundly disadvantaged persons. The orbit perpetuates the crisis in the sense that each site is a . 
wasteland-each a commoclitised and controlling space. Denial permits such orbit or cycle of 
homelessness to perpetuate the sodal exclusion of those caught within its trajectory. 
By considering flaws and unintended consequences of earlier 'reform' enterprises this book has two 
principal dimensions, 'tile temporal and, within that, the conceptual'. 90 The temporal dimension 
takes us from one period to the next-from the past, through the present towards the future. 9 ! My 
intention is to offer a 'conceptual biography' of a set of processes. By 'conceptual biography', I 
mean 'a thematic presentation' of key developments occurring concurrently in [he two systems. It' 
is a meaning ascribed to the term by Harris and Webb. 92 The processes discussed in Part Two are' 
those that shaped the development and subsequent reform of the mental health system in Australia. 
In Part Three, the lens turns to processes and reforms in the public service system, but only insofar 
as they pertain to the exclusion of people disabled with mental illness from appropriate housing and 
support services. 
Temporal as well as conoeptwll dimensions are relevant to the discussions in this book about 
common social und political changes. Such changes are supported hy changing ideologies of' 
welfare emerging over the last century in countries like Australia, and reflect transformalions in the 
state from the Keynesian welfare state to the 'enterprising' state. Part of the state's transformation 
involved a restructuring of the puhlic service based on nco-liberal reforms. Dimensions of 
'9 BaumuJ1, Liquid MOlfemity, above n 24. 






managerialism, 'contemporary contractualism,93 and reworking of public ~ervice programs that 
target the work of officials and the identity of the citizen-client are at the root of this transformation 
94 process. 
1.3.3 Part Three (Chapters 7, 8, 9) 
In Part Three, I unpack the central characteristics of contemporary public sector governance in 
Australia. I do so by concentrating 011 the governance regimes, and ideological rationalisation u~ed 
to regulate welfare hOllsing and support services. Such services, it is argued, are central to the 
success of community-based mental health care. My focus also turns to the main {lctors who are 
instrumental in regulating housing and support services, alld those who provide slIch services to the 
'target' population. 
The changirlg role of the SLate towards greater 'steering' (policy development) and less 'rowing' 
(service delivery) that LOok place in the latter decades of the 20lh century are discussed in this Part. 
This period represents a time of significant change ill which homeless mentally ill citizens of the 
Keynesian welfare state came to be transformed into COIlSllmerklients and then cost-generating 
ullits of waste of the enterprising state. It is a period that has been described as 'exemplifying the 
movement from simple modernization to reflexive modcrnization,.95 This is not to suggest that the 
process of transformation is complete-quite the contrary. After all, some say, we are 'in the midst 
of a transition era',96 and hence modernity is best conceptualised as 'liquid' rather than neatly 
periodised. 97 
Chapter Seven details the effects of changes in mental health policy ill the wider context of 
cOITespollding changes in the structure and function of Australia's publie service based on neo-
liberal reforms, economic and labour market changes and changes to housing polices and the rental 
91 I use the term 'contemporary contractual ism' here to re~er to transactions that can appear contractual in nature but 
that do not necessarily draw 011 tlle principles of contract law as traditionally understood. Whereas previously, the use 
of conttact w~s more conti ned to areas of commercial law and liberal political tileory, different versions of the concept 
is now applied to the management of a wide range of social problems: See B Sullivan, 'Mapping COn113ct' in G Davis, 
B Sullivan ~nd A Yeatman (eds), The New COlltraclUaJism? (1997) 1-13 and also the vari()us essays in Jonathan Boston 
(ed), 77Je Stale Ullder C01llraCI (1995). 
'4 ConSidine, above n 72. 
% I-lavemann provides a comprehensive list of diverse'emancipatory goods' and 'apocalyptic bads' which he has drawn 
in part from the literature, that characterise the contradictory and complimentary dimensions of reflexive modemisatioll. 
See Havemann, above n 12, 135. 
% Guy Standing, Gloi>aliscllioll: the Eight Crises afSocial Protection (200t) 3. 
91 Mllena Yakimova. 'A Postmodern Grid of the Worldmap" Interview with Zygmunt Bauman' Eurozine 
<l:li!P.:/!www.euro.ine.comlarticJe..12002-)I-08-buuman-01l.html(tL!l.L~1Y 2006> at 25 September 2006. 
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housing market. Othcr important concurrent and connected changes in welfare policy and changes 
in household composition are examined in Chapler Nine. I propose that it is only by considering 
such a suite of corresponding changes that the complex connections and impacts of change can be 
understood as playing a crucial role in the contilluation of the crisis of sufferillg experienced by 
homeless mentally ill people. 
Chapter Seven examines transformatiolls ill the state, ill particular the 'out-sourcillg' of irs 
responsibility for the management or provision of certaill services formerly the almost exclusive 
concern of lhe public sector to the private sector--what I call 'sectoral displacement'. Sectoral 
displacement is explained as a continuum of system displacement. The chapter focllses on the 
outsourcing of affordable hOllsing services and the devolution by the state of public housing to a 
dwindling, residual amount. It provides an anaJysis of outcomes associated with the state's 
displacement of the problem of providing affordable housing to the Governmellt's main delivery 
arm, the private sector. 
It is suggested that under the outsourcing model,. those least able to compete for even the least 
desirable forms of afiordable housing, notably older, sub-standard boarding houses arc homeless 
people with psychiatric disabilities. Hence, the data suggest that they are now being squeezed out 
of even this type of housing which for a significant rninority, has typically been their homes. The 
chapter argues that in the midst of an 'affordable housing crisis', exacerbated by the 'global 
financial crisis' illlnid-2008, what remains is the continuity of exclusion by the state of this outcast 
'waste' population. 
Chapter Eight examines the human consequences of contemporary conlractualism as the 
overarching framework for the changes discussed in Chapter Seven. The residential ~erviees 
industry ill Queensland is used as a case study that illustrates some of the benefits of a greater 
regulatory and monitoring role by all enterprising jurisdictional housing authority. The case study 
is also used to shed light on some unintended conseqllences of the lise of II contract model ill public 
sector governance to regulate the standards of low "cost housing. A detailed analysis of two 
complementary pieces of legislation, the Residelltial Services (Accreditation) Act 2002 (Qld) and 
Residelltial Services (Accommodation) Act 2002 (Qld) that created and now regulate the industry in 
Queensland are used to illustrate contractualism in action and its adverse impacts upon homeless 
people with psychiatric disabilities. 
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Boarding houses are used as an example of residential services targeted by the 2002 regulations. 
The legislation promotes the use of contracts that create rights and responsibilities in residents of 
low-cost accommodation, and the providers of such services. The analysis questions the value of 
legislatively created 'rights' for disempowcred, socially excluded people as a technique of ensuring 
compliance by market providers of accommodation services. Problems of access and problems 
associated with the law arc characteristics of the ,enterprising stale contract model that often make 
legislative 'rights' based systems 'inaccessible, unatlractive or irrelcvant' to socially excluded 
people. 98 
The creation of the residential services industry in Queensland is considered against a backdrop of 
the demise of the Keynesian welfare state and the rise of the enterprising state, 
Chapter Nine seeks to understand the link between modernity's changing character as reflected in 
the structure and functions of the state, and the changes in social policy and re-distribution criteria 
for housing assistance and disability support services. It is argued that through their structured 
disempowerment, people with psychiatric disabilities are in a sometimes worse position under the 
enterprising state than under the previous, highly criticised, needs-sensitive system of the Keynesian 
welfare state. 
The rhetoric of the reworked mental health system promotes a 'whole of person' lifetime support 
approach to meeting the needs of individuals with complex mental health problems. National 
strategies aimed at addressing homelessness are calling for a whole-of-govermnent approach. 
However, the data show that barriers to cooperation and collaboration between government 
departments and the three sectors (government, business and community) that are critical to 
delivering whole-oI-person services to people with mUltiple disadvantages and complex needs 
remain firmly entrenchcd. Breaking down these bauiers is crucial for the success of community-
based mental health care programs aiming to improve recovery and quality of life, and for social 
inclusion. 
What is also crucial is acknowledgement by the state of Ilew problems associated with the ever 
growing shift or system's displacement of the burden of care ill a downward spiral from the private 
sector onto the 'third sector'. This third sector, as the contemporary face of welfare service delivery 
of the enterprising state, is described in this book as including families of mentally ill relatives, 
9, For an analysis of these problems in the l:.1K where the flu man Rights Act 1998 is thought to provide greater 
protections for disadvantaged citizens thEm in Australia, see Clements, above n 43. 35. 
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friends, non-government not-for-profit commuility service IIlld their voluntcers who 
provide care and services Lo homeless ill people. Deinstitutiollalisation and the shift to 
outsourcing of welfare services under the enterprising stale involved the consequential reliance of 
government 011 the sector to delivcr housing ami support services 10 those in need. The role 
of the third sector as a provider of shel,ter and support services has been the most progressive since 
these And yet, this ,ettor is most at risk due to lack of planning and under funding by the 
state. 
Curren! welfare arrallgcments operate to a kind of social cohesion which is far from ideal. 
I propose that the rhelOdc of progress in mental health system reform since the launch of the 
National Mental Health in Australia in 1992, the firm implementation of whole-of-
person, ml·lnj,~],L,·,,,,,,,.nn"""t lind whole-of-sector "1'I.n.V,''-1I to mental health care 
is not yet evident from the data analysed in tbis chapter. The chapter concludes with spcculat.ions 
and projections about the ti.ltUr(~ of third sector and of 
Inlhe final chapt,:r, Chapter Ten, I draw together the threads of evidence based knowledge from the 
preceding chaplers. These pRim a ""t'+(.r;"o and cxclusion based 011 
failures and unintended consequences of mental health system rcform imerve,mions. This is far 
from the 'apparent' prosperous utopia referred to by the Howard government in this chapter's 
"""inr"n,·'" rcmarks. j'{owevc'l', I also draw on important lessons from the 
that can, if' 'acknowledged' (as Cohen puts il),100 form the touchstone for acli,)n instead of denial. 
Indeed, as the alllithesis of denial, ck:no1NI.cdgcrnlcnt c(J[lstitUles the first step towards 
emotion, and action aimed at remedying the wrongs denied. 
Some conerecc of programs and initiatives developed that use recov,ery orientated 
approaches and socially inclusive strategies arc discussed. They illustrate a shit! in service delivery 
that recognises th<~ need to move towards an integrated, co·operative and collaborative system that 
works with families, community educational institutions and others, 
Together these groups substantially increase the probability that individuals with psychiatric 
the concept of Ihe third sector. Soc for 
which analyses Ihird sector as parI. 01' a mixed welfare systeln. 
state and the informal pri.v~ltc homchold spheres. From [his persp,~etive. the third sector is 10 
dimel1sion t:he space in civil societies: an intermediate area mUlcr than clear-clll: seclor'. See 
Evers_ 'Pan of tlle Mix: Third Sector anlnlCl'lnediure Area' 62 Vol/","lS.' illiemmiollai 
JOll17wl 4 Volunrw), alld NOI1-Pl'Ojit Orgallj.mrions 159. See also, Jeremy Rirkin, • A Civil Education ror the Twenty-
Prep'lI'ing Sludents for a Three Sector Society' (2003) 87(2) Naliollai CMe Review 177. 
o{l)enio/, (Ibove il 45, x-xi. 
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disabilities will experience greater social inclusion. At the very least. it may de-escalate theil' 
suffering from crisis proportions. Such a shift, however, is unlikely to occur in a climate where 
governments adher·e to nco-liberal economic principles and 'Third Way' which is named as much 
by discourse that asserts that dependency is a state of moral indebtedness; that there arc no rights 
without responsibilities. I argue that what is needed is an alternative discourse based on an ethic of 
care and a shift in culture that acknowledges: 
• That housing and support services arc a right for psychiatrically disabled people; 
• That previous reform enterprises have failed to address the problem but offer important 
lessons;. 
• That the vulnerability to homelessness, based on past experiences of extreme lrauma and 
suffering compounded by social exclusion, requires ongoing consideration and; 
• That policy instruments must match policy objectives of mutual interdependency, co-
operation and collaboration. 
Such an ideological shift, it is argued, must occur across all levels of government and all social 
institutiolls simultaneously-what f call the 'Three Ws': a blend of Whole of person, Whole of 
government and liVhole of sector approach. A major issue that remains for Australia is how best to 
achieve service integration in a service delivery environmcllt fraught with complexity and structural 
barriers., 
1.1 What Follows 
What follows is an attempt al answering the research questions raised in this chapter through all 
illtCllJretation of fundamental changes-a form of social critique. This book does not, however, 
provide a panacea 111 the form of simple answers to cure the ills that permeate the lives of some of 
society's most disadvantaged and excluded human beings. 
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